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Workshop Goals

1. Explore moving from thinking about “Using” assessment 
data to make change, to “Influencing” change through 
assessment data. 

2. Review your process for making decisions in the context 
of your assessment data. 



Indicator Data – How are we Using it?



Indicator Data – How are we Using it?



Handout

Side 1: Assessment data as influence

Side 2: Questions about making decisions



“Using” data

Relatively few institutions are making decisions about 
curriculum based on assessment data (see Jonson 2014, 
referring to Blaich and Wise 2011, Kuh 2014).

Jonson, J. L., Guetterman, T., & Thompson Jr, R. J. (2014). An integrated model of influence: Use of 

assessment data in higher education. Research & Practice in Assessment, 9.



Moving from “Using” data to “Data influence”

Long before a program has measurable performance change, 

benefits can emerge

“Use” of assessment data can include (Jonson 2014 – Table ):

Instrumental
Findings influence actions or decision making 
(traditional interpretation of “use”); 

Conceptual Evaluation leads to different understandings or enlightenment

Affirmation
Findings confirm effectiveness of existing practices, policies or 
understandings



Closing the Loop

In order to “close the loop”, an institution needs to:

● Gather, evaluate, improve assessment (3 years?)
● Re-assess until data is trustworthy (more years?)
● Make curriculum changes (another year)
● Evaluate success of changes (another year)

This is a multi-year process!



Assessment Data and Influence (Jonson 2014)
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Examples (Jonson 2014)



Group Activity 1 – in same/related institutions

Using the Influence framework to frame the discussion 

(handout side 1):

1. How is your institution using evidence? Can you find 

examples for each of the sub-types?

2. What impact is it having?

Designate a note-taker to report out after the discussion.



Report out from Activity 1



Thinking about your data analysis… Note: need to determine 

where to put this slide.



Change processes

Elrod, S., & Kezar, A. (2017). Increasing Student 

Success in STEM: Summary of A Guide to 

Systemic Institutional Change. Change: The 

Magazine of Higher Learning, 49(4), 26–34.



Making decisions 

(“findings-based instrumental” influence)

Institutions are moving toward making decisions based on data.



Questions about making decisions from data
A. Questions about the data

● Reliability - consider multiple direct measures, plus indirect measures

● Validity

● Significance of performance gap

● Known context about source of data

B. Questions about people

● What stakeholders are involved, and at what point in the process? People as data sources vs. Decision makers

● Who influences vs. makes decisions?

C. Questions about process

● Is work involved appropriate for the significance of the issue

● Timing - how often is evidence discussed, when

● Degree to which it supports long-term goal of improving student ability

● What is the official process (flowchart)

● How is data aggregated and reported at various points in process 



Group Activity 2 – in same/related institutions

Questions:

1. Using the influence model - what influence has the CI 

process had at the institution? How can broad influence 

be improved?

2. How does your decision making process incorporate the 

questions (handout side 2) ?

Designate a note-taker to report out after the discussion.



Report-out



Disseminating ideas from the workshop


